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an almost characteristic vagueness and inconclusiveness. Despite the richness of the historical documents that he
assembles before our eyes and in spite of all the immensely valuable information about the historical context in which
Hilbert operated, Corry rarely confronts the reader with precise and definite claims. In his concluding sections, it
seems to me that Corry fails to pull together as many open strands of his rich account as he might have. Instead of
stating clearly Hilbert’s characteristic perception of, or contribution to, the issues under consideration, Corry slips
back into a received historical assessment of the emergence of general relativity that is biased by our fixation on
Einstein’s life and work. It is inevitable then that Hilbert, according to Corry, “came to gradually abandon his own
idiosyncratic path and eventually join the mainstream wholeheartedly” (p. 404) and that “his theory not only proved
to be physically untenable, but also was far from Hilbert’s own stringent mathematical demands and work habits”
(p. 437). It appears to me that the author arrives at such conclusions against his intentions and adduced evidence, and,
alas, so much more could be said if we could only take on a different perspective, one for which Corry himself has
put together a tremendous amount of support.
But with a meritorious book of this caliber one should not end with a complaint about missed opportunities. Corry’s
account of Hilbert’s concerns with the natural sciences refreshingly reminds us that the history of theoretical physics
and mathematics is not anemic but full of surprising details that challenge our traditional image of an all too simple
and linear development of ideas. The book is a must-read for everyone interested in Hilbert, in the history of 20th-
century mathematics, and especially in the pervasive tension between pure and applied mathematics, or in the complex
relation between mathematics and physics. The rich historical background that Corry provides will be of great value
for future discussions of a variety of open issues in these fields.
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“zwei wirkliche Kerle”: Neues zur Entdeckung der Gravitationsgleichungen der Allgemeinen
Relativitätstheorie durch Albert Einstein und David Hilbert
By Daniela Wuensch. Göttingen (Termessos). 2005. ISBN 3-938016-04-3, 126 pp.
The book under review is presented as a case study in how formal mathematization lends clarity to a physical
theory. Surely it would be hard to think of a more promising field in which to explore that kind of interplay than
Einstein’s theory of general relativity, which became a virtual beehive for mathematical activity after 1915. And,
just as surely, Göttingen makes an excellent locale for the focus of such an investigation. Yet one senses from the
beginning that here this stated purpose is mere window dressing and an essentially empty promise. For although the
topic of mathematization rears its head in a few places in this book, it quickly emerges that the author has another,
far more pressing agenda, namely to resolve a “priority dispute.” Daniela Wuensch wants to decide who was the first
to obtain the famous gravitational field equations of general relativity, Einstein or Hilbert. (Hilbert? Right!) Once we
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of relativity. (What? It was not Hilbert?)
As the author hints at the very beginning, this flap over the gravitational field equations was not a conventional
priority dispute. For one thing, neither protagonist raised this issue in a confrontational manner, so the disputants
must be sought elsewhere. What we have here, it seems, is an argument of recent vintage, but nevertheless allegedly
earth-shaking proportions. According to Wuensch this “inexorable priority debate” has been of intense interest to
historians, so much so that they “seem to have forgotten the fundamentals of scientific method” leading “one side
even to insinuate anti-Semitism and ‘paranoia’ ” (p. 10) on the part of the other. Taking the high road to historical
truth, she promises to clear up this ugly mess once and for all.
In the midst of the Great Einstein Year one should not be surprised by all kinds of self-promotion, but there ought
to be a special prize in some exotic category for a book such as this. Its appearance as the first volume published by
the newly founded Termessos firm in Göttingen makes one wonder what new rabbits will be pulled out of the other
hats this outfit now has in production. Wuensch evidently enjoys a close working relationship with the founder of
Termessos, Klaus Sommer, who discovered a cache of letters in 2002 that had been removed long ago from Hilbert’s
papers. These will be portrayed in Sommer’s forthcoming book Einstein auf dem Dachboden (Einstein in the Attic).
The aptly chosen title of Daniela Wuensch’s book, “zwei wirkliche Kerle,” stems from a phrase that Einstein used
in a letter written to Hilbert soon after November 1915 when they competed to improve and consolidate Einstein’s
general theory of relativity. Some hard feelings had developed between them during the course of this competition,
and Einstein suggested that they bury these, since “it is a shame when two real guys who have extricated themselves
somewhat from this shabby world do not afford each other mutual pleasure.” Thus the title alludes to the resolution
of a conflict, whereas the subtitle hints that the author has something new to offer regarding the oft-told story of the
discovery of the gravitational field equations for general relativity, perhaps something even sensational.
What is clear from the outset is that Daniela Wuensch would like the reader to believe that a great raging debate
is going on among historians of science about who got the field equations first; she even draws a parallel with the
Newton–Leibniz controversy over the invention of the calculus! Odd, then, that her book contains no mention of
any substantial literature pertaining to Hilbert’s role in this story. For example, there are no references to the earlier
studies by [Mehra, 1973] and [Earman and Glymour, 1978] that dealt with the “priority matter” in detail, nor does
the author give any account of how this issue was dealt with in such standard biographies as [Pais, 1982, 257–261]
and [Fölsing, 1993, 420–424]. Wuensch apparently felt these earlier studies were of no great relevance since they
preceded the period of “real controversy.” As it turns out, the great debate to which she alludes at the outset involves
a single physicist, Friedwardt Winterberg, who published a short article [Winterberg, 2004] attacking the authors of
another short article [Corry et al., 1997] published in Science.
It was back in 1997 that the world first learned from [Corry et al., 1997] that Hilbert’s original submission to the
Göttingen Scientific Society, from 20 November 1915, differed substantially from the published version, which came
out early the following year. Hilbert’s original manuscript is presumably no longer extant, but he did keep a copy of
the page proofs, Doc. 634 in the Hilbert Nachlass, bearing a printer’s stamp from 6 December 1915. This date reveals
what should have been obvious to anyone who read Hilbert’s published note carefully, namely, that it had to have been
revised after the publication of Einstein’s fourth and final note of 25 November 1915, which contains the final version
of the gravitational field equations. Indeed, Hilbert cited Einstein’s final note when he published his own version of
the same. These page proofs were discovered by Leo Corry in late 1994. Corry was then associated with the Max
Planck Institute for the History of Science in Berlin and had just begun his research on Hilbert’s work in mathematical
physics. Many of the results from this 10-year effort can now be found in [Corry, 2004], certainly the most substantial
study yet published on this topic.
It took Corry and his collaborators, Jürgen Renn and John Stachel, some time to unravel the difficulties they
encountered when comparing Hilbert’s proofs with the published note, which had never been studied in detail by
historians before this time. Hilbert made quite a number of substantive and cosmetic changes that have since been
described in considerable detail in the scholarly literature. When Corry, Renn, and Stachel wrote up a preliminary
note for Science in 1997, they decided to restrict themselves to two main questions: (1) whether Hilbert had obtained
the field equations in his published paper before they appeared in Einstein’s note of 25 November; and (2) whether
Hilbert’s original theory was a generally covariant approach to gravitation.
It is the first question that Daniela Wuensch addresses in her book by drawing on various odds and ends of un-
published archival material located in Göttingen. Of course the question had been raised many times before. In 1993
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that the Göttingen mathematician had made certain preliminary results available to him. Like so many other sources
from this time, however, the notes Hilbert communicated to Einstein are probably no longer extant. (Wuensch alone
seems to know what they contained; in fact, she devotes a whole chapter to answering the question “What was it that
Hilbert sent Einstein on 16 November 1915?”)
At any rate, in 1997 the world learned that the Einstein–Hilbert field equations do not appear in explicit form in
Hilbert’s copy of the page proofs. This led Corry, Renn, and Stachel to conjecture that Hilbert probably took them
from Einstein’s 25 November paper, which he accordingly cited, but without noting that his original submission from
20 November had been afterward revised. Had Hilbert simply noted this, they write, “no later priority question could
have arisen” [Corry et al., 1997, 1273].
Since 1997 a number of historians have delved much more deeply into the whole background story that culminated
in the events of November 1915 and their aftermath (see, for example, [Corry, 2004, Renn and Stachel, 1999, Rowe,
2001, Sauer, 1999]).There have been many disagreements about a variety of issues, but, to the best of my knowledge,
the old simplistic question “who got the field equations first?” played no significant part in these discussions. Certainly
there have been heated debates about the significance of Hilbert’s contributions. Some of these sharp exchanges surely
reflected different attitudes about the role of mathematical formalism within physical theories. But as already indicated
above, the present book sheds no new light on that subject because the author is distracted by a very different kind of
enterprise.
Wuensch, a former associate of the Hilbert editorial project in Göttingen, seems to have reached the startling
conclusion that the “other side,” the Einstein crowd, have resorted to foul play in order to prop up their hero at the
expense of hers. Having convinced herself of this, she has written a book that pursues one single-minded objective:
to save Hilbert’s “honor” as the first to find, derive, and exhibit the gravitational field equations and to make them
available to Einstein, who selfishly walked off with this result and printed it as if he had actually found these equations
on his own. Quite an agenda; and an odd one in light of the fact that Hilbert, as the author herself writes, was a leading
promoter of Einstein’s theory. During the period 1915–1920 he galvanized a number of people within the Göttingen
community who went on to develop and refine the general theory of relativity [Rowe, 2004, 110–120].
But Daniela Wuensch takes a much more focused approach to the Göttingen scene: she wants to zero in on
what Hilbert knew and when he knew it, in particular those things related to his derivation of the (forgive the
misnomer) Einstein field equations. Since there are no extant documents that show Hilbert already had the field
equations and sent these to Einstein, the author must, among other things, convince the reader that he could have
had them, ergo must have had them (after all we are talking about Hilbert here). This message resonates throughout
the book, as Wuensch never wavers from one fundamental principle: “es steht alles schon bei Hilbert.” A reader
might, of course, ask why he then needed to revise his first note on the foundations of physics on several dif-
ferent occasions, as described in [Renn and Stachel, 1999]. No matter; this is a book that stays relentlessly on
message.
The most compelling evidence for Hilbert’s priority with regard to the field equations stems from a letter Einstein
wrote to Hilbert on 18 November 1915, two days before the latter submitted his no longer extant manuscript entitled
“The Foundations of Physics” to the Göttingen Scientific Society. Just two days prior to this, on 16 November, Hilbert
presented his main findings in a preliminary lecture. He invited Einstein to attend, but the latter declined, despite
his burning curiosity. Clearly he understood that Hilbert’s main objective was to create a unified field theory based
on Einstein’s approach to gravitation, as the day before Hilbert’s lecture he wrote him: “Your analysis interests me
tremendously, especially since I have often racked my brains to construct a bridge between gravitation and electro-
dynamics. The hints you give in your postcards raise the greatest expectations.” Einstein requested page proofs to
quell his impatience, but even before Hilbert submitted his manuscript the Göttingen mathematician made its contents
available to him in some unknown form. After reading this, Einstein wrote him the following crucial lines on 18
November:
The system you furnish agrees—as far as I can see—exactly with what I found in the last few weeks and have presented
to the Academy. The difficulty was not in finding generally covariant equations for the gμν ’s; for this is easily achieved
with the aid of Riemann’s tensor. Rather it was hard to recognize that these equations are a generalization, that is, a simple
natural generalization of Newton’s law.
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for those who are convinced that Hilbert had the field equations before Einstein, or at least independent of him. We
know, after all, that since mid-October Einstein was deeply engaged in the search for new, generally covariant field
equations, and here he even admits that “the system given by you agrees—as far as I can see—exactly with that which
I found in recent weeks . . . .” Never mind (at least for the moment) that Einstein was writing on 18 November, so he
could not have been talking about the “Einstein equations” here since he has not yet encountered these yet (or has
he?).
By this time Einstein surely sensed that he was close to obtaining generally covariant equations with the requisite
properties, and we can be all but certain that he looked for these in Hilbert’s preliminary communication to him.
In alluding to the difficulty of showing that the field equations generalize Newton’s law, in the form of Poisson’s
equation, he may well have been pointing out to Hilbert that he did not find any arguments that addressed this key
problem in Hilbert’s manuscript. Nor is this at all surprising, for we have little reason to believe that Hilbert was
particularly concerned about finding gravitational field equations in an explicit form, one that would have enabled
him to show that Poisson’s equation held when passing to weak fields. Hilbert’s foremost objective at the time was
to link Einstein’s theory of gravitation with Mie’s theory of matter by exploiting both invariant theory and variational
methods. For this purpose, he only needed to derive Lagrangian equations from the variational formalism, and this
could well account for why the field equations do not appear in explicit form in the page proofs. In fact, even in
Hilbert’s published article the Einstein equations play no real supporting role in the surrounding arguments.
None of this apparently matters to Wuensch, who barely says a word about the respective motivations of the two
protagonists in her story. The question she would like us to think about is this: assuming Hilbert did communicate these
famous equations to Einstein, why were they not found in the page proofs that turned up in 1994? As it happens, that
was also the question Friedwardt Winterberg asked in [Winterberg, 2004], the note that launched “the controversy.”
Winterberg was the first to attach great significance to the physical condition of the page proofs as they exist today. He
emphasized that Hilbert’s copy of the proofs had been “crudely mutilated” by someone who cut out a section on page
8 that has since disappeared. Although others had noticed this before him, Winterberg found it hard to understand
that the authors of the 1997 note in Science had neglected to point this out. Indeed, he went further, claiming on the
basis of internal evidence that the missing portion surely contained the famous field equations! This suggested to him
that the missing piece had been excised not by Hilbert himself, as others had contended, but much more recently. The
implication behind these remarks was clear enough, and the response (available at: http://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/
texts/Winterberg-Antwort.html) made equally clear that there could be no room for a civil exchange about charges
of tampering with historical evidence. Still, even on this base level, one could hardly call this a heated controversy,
contrary to the impression Wuensch tries to create in the Auftakt to her book.
In reviewing a work such as this, there is a tendency to leave the impression of bias in favor of the party under
attack. For this reason, I should state very clearly that there is plenty of room to dispute some of the claims made in
[Corry et al., 1997], as Tilman Sauer has skillfully shown in [Sauer, 1999]. In particular, their title, “Belated decision
in the Hilbert–Einstein priority dispute,” was ill-chosen for a number of reasons. First, it is by no means clear that the
“real dispute”—reflected at the time in a few acrimonious remarks Einstein made about Hilbert’s intrusive behavior—
had anything at all to do with the field equations per se, though it might have. Second, the new evidence found in the
page proofs does not by itself enable one to reach a definitive decision with regard to the priority of discovery of the
field equations. So the title itself suggests a rush to judgment that left the authors open to various counterarguments.
One of these, the Winterberg–Wuensch version of the “hole argument,” might also have been averted had the small
gap in Doc. 634 been mentioned back in 1997. Beyond this lacuna, we are faced with the problem that the earlier
documentation—the postcard Hilbert sent Einstein on 16 November and the manuscripts notes he made available to
him around then—is no longer extant. So caution would seem to be the appropriate watchword here, as there can be
no question of resolving this “priority dispute” without further documentary evidence. This being said, it should also
be noted that Corry, Renn, and Stachel did use quite cautionary language in formulating their conclusions:
Initially, Hilbert did not give the explicit form of the field equations; then, after Einstein had published his field equations,
Hilbert claimed that no calculation is necessary; finally [in 1924], he conceded that one is. Taken together, this sequence
suggests that knowledge of Einstein’s result may have been crucial to Hilbert’s introduction of the trace term into his field
equations. [Corry et al., 1997, 1272]
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but instead she simply pursues the questionable line of attack opened by Winterberg. Thus, the first third of her book,
which reads like a bad detective novel, begins with an analysis of the physical evidence before proceeding to establish
when this cut in the page proofs must have been made and with what purpose. Using the high-powered methods of a
historian familiar with handling archival sources, Wuensch takes us to the scene of the crime, explains in detail how
the document could have been temporarily stolen, “mutilated,” and returned without ever attracting anyone’s notice.
Moreover, for a whole string of complicated reasons, this must have happened because no other scenario makes any
sense! Winterberg had already unveiled the motive behind this criminal act, but it took truly tenacious probing before
Wuensch, aided by her publisher friend Klaus Sommer, was able to reconstruct what surely must have happened.
Skipping over the elaborate details of her argument for the moment, what Wuensch was forced to conclude after
careful consideration of all the evidence fully confirmed Friedwardt Winterberg’s hunch about who must have cut the
field equations out of Hilbert’s page proofs. Indeed, Wuensch is convinced that it took more than mere sophistication
and cunning to carry out this misdeed; the perpetrator(s) clearly had very special knowledge about Göttingen math-
ematics in the days of Hilbert and Klein, the kind of knowledge only a few insiders might possess. In particular, the
suspect had to know about a certain letter written by Hilbert to Klein in March 1918 (but first published in 1985) in
which Hilbert mentions these very page proofs and his intention to send three pages from them to Klein for his inspec-
tion (the letter discusses energy conservation, however, so this has nothing to do with the Einstein field equations).
Not many people were aware of that letter before Corry, Renn, and Stachel referred to it in Science, but according to
Daniela Wuensch the perpetrators of this crime had to have known it because they were the ones who, after cutting
out the field equations, inserted Roman numerals into Doc. 634 to make it look like these were the pages Hilbert sent
Klein.
How does she reach this stunning conclusion? Well, she writes a lot about the physical evidence involved,
but in the end her argument boils down to eliminating various potential suspects for lack of a compelling mo-
tive. She patiently explains that these proof sheets were terribly precious to Hilbert: he had only this one copy
and therefore requested that Klein return these three pages to him. (This is a crucial point: for by asking which
three pages these were Wuensch was able to gather the clues that eventually enabled her to crack open this amaz-
ing case.) So why in the world would he have mutilated this document by cutting out a section of p. 8, thereby
making part of the contents on p. 7 incomprehensible, especially when this section of the paper dealt with his
original treatment of energy conservation, the topic of interest to Klein at the time? Of course if this missing
section actually contained the field equations as Wuensch believes it did, and if Hilbert actually had a deep in-
terest in claiming priority of discovery as she asserts, then why would he not have had a good motive to cut out
and save the field equations at this time? Or, if not then, perhaps later? Or maybe there was nothing particularly
earth-shattering in that section at all, but he wanted to use the equations in it for some other purpose? Who knows
what Hilbert was thinking about or doing during all those years between his retirement in 1930 and his death in
1943?
But no, the author cannot imagine a motive that would have led Hilbert to do such a thing, so we can pretty well rule
out all such possibilities. Beyond this, thanks to Wuensch’s careful statistical analysis, we now know that Hilbert used
Roman numerals rather sparingly, only about 10% of the time. Putting this all together, a clear picture now emerges:
the Roman numerals on those three pages were written by someone else! So these were not the three pages Hilbert
was referring to in his letter to Klein because the proofs had to have been intact at this time! Someone else had to have
numbered those pages in an attempt to cover their tracks by trying to make it look as if Hilbert himself had deleted a
section from this, his only copy of the now infamous Doc. 634.
So here is what really must have happened according to Daniela Wuensch. Sometime after 1985, when honest
historians such as Abraham Pais still credited Hilbert with a share in the discovery of the field equations, some
less scrupulous individual read the letter Hilbert posted to Klein on 7 March 1918 and realized immediately that
Hilbert had kept a single copy of the proofs from his note of 20 November 1915. This copy was then quickly found
in the Göttingen library in an easily identified folder of papers marked “Zur Gravitation” written in Hilbert’s own
hand. Turning to page 8 of the proofs the culprit noticed the “Einstein equations” written as they would later appear
in the published version (though not in the same portion of that publication, a point Wuensch seems to downplay
entirely). The rest is simple: while feigning to study the materials in the folder, the bandit slips the page proofs into
some personal belongings, returns the folder with the request that it be kept on hold, makes the careful alterations
required, shows up the following day asking for the folder again, slips the mutilated proofs back in it, and returns
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has actually happened because the cut portion looked like it could have been made long beforehand, at least prior to
1966 when the Hilbert papers were first acquired by the Göttingen library.
This truly bizarre story is told in all seriousness, but of course without accusing anyone by name. Still, Wuensch
does not rule out the possibility that she might go after the culprit some time later, as she concludes this part of the
book by saying:
To answer the question—who in recent times made the excision in Hilbert’s page proofs?—would require a separate inves-
tigation that the author has not undertaken. (Die Beantwortung der Frage, wer den Ausschnitt in Hilberts Korrekturfahnen
in neuerer Zeit gemacht hat, würde eine eigene Untersuchung erfordern, die die Autorin nicht unternommen hat.)
This little Sherlock Holmes tale has a really nasty taste to it, of course, so let me assure the reader that this is, indeed,
all pure fiction. In fact, let me open my own little investigation by reviewing what the author wishes us to believe:
First, the perpetrator of the crime she describes had to have a clear motive: to destroy the physical evidence that proved
Hilbert had the field equations before Einstein. So when did this evidence first become available? Wuensch says in
1985 with the publication of Hilbert’s letter to Klein containing a reference to the page proofs. But if her imagined
crime had been committed soon after then, we would have to assume that the perpetrator just slipped away and waited
until somebody accidentally stumbled over the proofs (or were they tipped off?) and noticed that the field equations
were nowhere to be found. That would contradict the criminal’s true motive, which obviously was not merely to
destroy the physical evidence but to take credit for the discovery of the field equations away from Hilbert and give it
to Einstein. In this connection we gain a clear picture of the author’s own motives from the abstract at the beginning
of her booklet (which also appears in English translation from which I quote): “Corry, Renn, and Stachel were able to
reverse the prevailing viewpoint and claim that Einstein was the first to find the explicit form of the correct equations
and that Hilbert must have taken them from Einstein after receiving his article” (p. 6).
Let us continue our investigation into what actually happened in the Göttingen archives. In late 1994 Leo Corry had
a number of documents from the key folder in the Hilbert Nachlass copied (he still had no idea of their significance
at that time, of course). Did the cut already show up on the earliest copy of Doc. 634? Yes it did, though none of the
people examining the proofs at that time took much notice of it; they were concerned with what was in the document,
not what might be missing. This means that prior to late 1994 nobody at the MPI (or presumably anywhere else for that
matter) had the slightest clue about the existence of these proofs, let alone their relevance to the “priority dispute.” Yet
the copies reveal that the cut portion—which supposedly contained the field equations—had already been removed
before the suspects in question ever had a chance to scrutinize the contents of the proofs. Case closed.
As for the rest of this book, it mainly consists of long strings of startling speculations about things that might have
actually happened in the past (for the sake of clarity, Wuensch could have sharpened the logic of her arguments by
stating explicitly at the outset: let X be the manifold of all imaginable events). One of the author’s favorite words when
describing the likelihood that a particular imagined event actually took place is “höchstwahrscheinlich.” It would be
tempting to attach probabilities to all the various instances of such events in her book and then try to calculate a range
for the probability that, say, all the events Wuensch labels as höchstwahrscheinlich actually were real events, ones
that even happened.
In Chapter II the author begins with a routine exercise: the revelation of the contents of the excised portion of
Doc. 634. After all her painstaking efforts to explain what happened to this document, it surely would have been
disappointing if it turned out that the missing lines had not contained the Einstein field equations after all. So the
reader will be relieved to learn that, indeed, these famous equations were there all along (well, höchstwahrscheinlich
at least), together with Hilbert’s claim that they follow directly from his own Lagrangian equations due to “invariant-
theoretic considerations” (p. 57). True, the evidence Wuensch cites for this is a bit late: it comes from the Ausarbeitung
of Hilbert’s 1916–1917 lectures; but of course he could have written this earlier.
This brings us to the next question (Chapter III): how did Hilbert derive the Einstein equations? This is a terri-
bly important point since, as Wuensch will go on to show, Einstein did not derive these equations; he only divined
them somehow. This, of course, leads to the unpleasant—or pleasant, depending on whose side you’re rooting for—
suspicion that Einstein threw a furtive glance into Hilbert’s manuscript (which we know he saw beforehand) and then
managed to construct a convoluted argument for just these equations in his fourth November note. But since he did
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mathematician. This, in so many words, is her argument in Chapters VII and VIII.
But we are getting ahead of ourselves: so what did Hilbert’s derivation look like? In Chapter III Wuensch comes up
with another piece of solid archival evidence, quoting in extenso from a letter Felix Klein received from his assistant,
Hermann Vermeil, in February 1918 (please note the date). Klein had been curious about Hilbert’s claim, cited above,
so Vermeil presented him with the gist of a proof that depended on a result Vermeil himself had published just one
year earlier. Wuensch takes this letter as evidence that (1) Hilbert’s claim, as stated in the Ausarbeitung of his 1916–
1917 lectures, is mathematically correct; and (2) the argument presented by Vermeil was very close to what Hilbert
originally had in mind. Indeed, she suggests that it was based on standard techniques that Hilbert had already presented
10 years earlier (p. 67). From this, it seems we are free to conclude either that these matters were just “old hat” in
Göttingen or else that they were so elementary that Hilbert did not want to bother with the details. Well, maybe, but
I doubt it. At any rate, the reader can find a very different interpretation of these events and Klein’s role in them in
[Rowe, 2001].
As historians we do not have the luxury of knowing many things with certainty. In high-prestige cases such as
this one, however, we might presume that someone such as Klein was well informed about what actually transpired
in Göttingen at a time when he was deeply engaged in these matters. In fact, Wuensch quotes him on the “Hilbert–
Einstein priority dispute” (incorrectly citing a paper from 1917 rather than his commentary to it, published in 1921
for the first volume of Klein’s Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen)
There can be no question of a priority issue because both authors followed completely different trains of thought (so much
so that at first it was not even certain that the results were compatible). Einstein went forward inductively, thinking at once
about arbitrary material systems. Hilbert proceeded deductively . . . from prescribed variational principles.
Consider further what Hilbert himself wrote when he inserted the explicit field equations into that portion of his earlier
text, Doc. 634, where they had not appeared previously. In the published version he spells out that the variational






He then states that the corresponding “differential equations for gravitation are, so it appears to me, compatible with
Einstein’s large-scale [großzügigen] theory of general relativity as set forth in his latest publications.” Unfortunately,
we cannot ask Hilbert to elaborate on this, but we might imagine the kind of sarcastic remark he would have uttered,
in that delicious East-Prussian accent of his, if someone had asked him whether these remarks should be construed as
a priority claim: “Was? Sind Sie verrückt?” (for more on this—the unlikelihood of a priority claim, not what Hilbert
would have said about this—see [Rowe, 2001, 404]). As indicated above, the Einstein equations played no role in
Hilbert’s arguments, so whether he knew them or not initially, he had no motivation to introduce them into his paper
before Einstein came up with them. As Klein’s parenthetical remark cited above suggests, his principal motivation
for introducing them into the page proofs had nothing to do with securing his priority, but rather stemmed from the
seriously difficult question of whether or not his own theory was compatible with Einstein’s.
These facts and opinions would seem to weigh heavily against the likelihood of the scenario Wuensch sketches in
Chapter V. There we are asked to imagine Hilbert rushing off to the Göttingen Scientific Society on 4 December 1915
to stake his claim to the field equations. (This alleged episode also enables the author to explain why he preserved the
original date of submission, 20 November 1915, for the paper he would thereafter revise.) That there is no documentary
evidence to support this tale goes without saying, but Hilbert did announce a second communication to the Society
on 4 December, just one or two days after he (höchstwahrscheinlich) saw Einstein’s note from 25 November. So if
Wuensch is right about everything else in her argument, then we can immediately understand why Hilbert would
have gotten very worked up when he read Einstein’s note and saw that it contained his field equations, but with no
attribution at all! Well, it could have happened; then again, for all we know Hilbert (who fancied himself as something
of a lady’s man) might simply have been peeved because Einstein’s roving eye (much documented in the meantime)
had fastened on a young Göttingen lass from Hilbert’s nest. That could have happened too, I guess; how could anybody
ever disprove it?
Reviews / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 491–508 507Such hypothetical reasoning is Daniela Wuensch’s true metier, and she engages in it over and over again. A cartload
of archival evidence and a rich imagination seem to be the only requisite tools for this brand of scholarship; indeed,
she is quick to criticize the “other side” for their lapses with regard to the handling of documents. I would be the first
to concede that most of the arguments in her book (the main exception being her crime plot at the beginning) cannot
be incontrovertibly refuted. After all, when speaking of the past it is very difficult to prove that a hypothetical event
did not take place. But serious historians do not engage in this sort of thing (at least not very often). There is obviously
no dearth of documentary information on twentieth-century science and mathematics, so the problem is really how to
use these abundant resources intelligently in order to understand not so much specific past events but developments in
toto.
In the case of a leading mathematician such as Hilbert, who worked in concert with so many others, it is helpful to
focus more attention on the way a research community functions and less on the end products themselves, as argued in
[Rowe, 2004]. By the same token, I fail to see why historians should take it upon themselves to tease out all the little
errors scattered throughout Hilbert’s various texts, in the manner of [Renn and Stachel, 1999]. (John Stachel’s earlier
study of the Cauchy problem [Stachel, 1992], which highlighted Hilbert’s pioneering work, suggests a more tolerant
attitude toward such early contributions.) Presumably only duller authors’ works could withstand such anachronistic
scrutinizing (Einstein changed his mind about fundamental questions on countless occasions, perhaps more often
than anybody). Such retrospective analyses have been commonplace in the literature on the history of mathematics,
and they typically contribute very little to furthering historical understanding. In my view, historians “should focus
attention on various forms of [contemporaneous] influence rather than playing the mathematical critic who engages
the past via his or her subjective assessments of the quality and depth of various mathematicians’ works” [Rowe,
2004, 94]. Moreover, by taking a broader view of the mathematization of general relativity, one easily comes to
appreciate how many key results and even foundational principles were revamped after 1915. In particular, Einstein’s
techniques, as presented in his classic 1916 paper, look completely antiquated by the early 1920s. Nor should this be
surprising; Hilbert’s maxim, according to which mathematicians prefer to build their houses first before securing their
foundations, surely applies to relativity as well.
If Daniela Wuensch has given any thought to this maxim or other related aspects of Hilbert’s legacy, she must be
reserving her reflections for some other occasion. Here she tells us virtually nothing about the motivations behind
Hilbert’s work on mathematical physics. Presumably that was never her real intent, nor was it mine to dwell on the
motives that led her to make such reckless and baseless charges. Personally, I regret that a book of this caliber could
ever appear in print, and sincerely hope that the author’s final statement in the Danksagung is literally true, namely,
that in spite of all the help she received “all the mistakes and errors contained in the work” are hers alone.
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